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2008 Ginna NRC Exam: JPM/Si mulator Scenario Comments and Resolutions 

The following are comments made during validation and the corrections incorporated. 

I. JPMs 

A. Simulator/Plant JPMs 

1. JPM A: Added to initial cue the plant has been operating for 16 months at rated 
power and reshot I/C with an EOL core to support the 100 gallon water addition. 
Step 9 no longer a critical step. 

2. JPM B: Added notes for the Evaluator and Booth Operator to keep the simulator 
in Freeze until the candidate has the watch to prevent the depletion of the RWST. 
Inserted evaluator cue for steps 15 and 16 to inform candidate of SW and CCW 
flows and alignments. 

3. JPM C: At NRC’s request added (1) critical step for the candidate to determine 
that accumulator nitrogen pressure is low and identify corrective actions. Added 
examiners note for information only, the setpoint of the accumulator low pressure 
alarm. 

4. JPM D: Condensed initiating cue. 

5. JPM E: At NRC’s request altered initiation of JPM and requested 
recommendation from candidate on procedure use due to plant conditions. Added 
information to Examiners Notes, candidate may perform actions from memory 
but must verify actions with the procedure. 

6. JPM F: Changed steps 11 and 1 3 to non-critical steps and changed step 19 to be a 
critical step. Rearranged cues in step 2. Clarified performance step 3. Removed 
cue from step 19. 

7. JPM G: None. 

8. JPM H: None. 

9. JPM I: None. 

10. JPM J: None. 

11. JPM K: None. 



B. Admin JPMs 

1.  RA-1: Added note for examiner concerning rod control. Added amplifying cue if 
needed at the end of the JPM, included bank and step if Bank B is used. 

2. RA-2: Added note to examiner concerning correct usage of data sheet. Changed 
acceptance criteria based on feedback during validation. Changed to a simulator 
admin JPM based on readabilitjr of meters required to perform JPM. 

3. RA-3: Changed all references from “tagout” to “holds”. Added Cues and Notes for 
examiner to clarify responses arid required tasks. Added other possible vent path. 
Added “No Tag” as an option on vents and drains. 

4. RA-4: Added procedure numbers to standard blocks where applicable. Added 
additional clarification in Initiating Cue. 

5. SA-1: None. 

6. SA-2: None. 

7. SA-3: Changed all references from “tagout” to “holds”. Added Cues and Notes for 
examiner to clarify responses arid required tasks. 

8. SA-4: Changed “Delay” to “Decay”, changed to “A” GDT and added procedure 
S-4.2.5, Release of Gas Decay Tank. 

9. SA-5: None. 



11. Simulator Scenarios 

A. Scenario 1 

1. Event 1 - Removed BOP credit for Instrument malfunction reclassified Event 
Type to I-SRO. 

2. Event 5 - Ensured RCP Vibration ramped to allow for candidate evaluation of 
tripping the Reactor and RCP. 

B. Scenario 2 

1. Rearranged first four events to allow better evaluation of RCS leak rate. 
2. Changed letdown setup from 60 gals to 40 gals to ensure makeup capacity to VCT 

was not exceeded with the given RCS leak rate. 
3. Put ramp on PRZR Pressure controller failure to ensure candidates would respond 

prior to needing a reactor trip. 
4. Removed ATC credit for component malfunction for RCS leak. Changed event 

type to C-SRO and TS-SRO. 
5. Added malfunction of RWST level post EOP entry to evaluate candidate 

awareness of actual ES- 1.3 entry conditions vs. instrument failure. 
6. Event 5 - Ensured ramp of malfunction provided enough opportunity for 

candidate intervention prior to reactor trip on S/G level. 

C. Scenario 3 

1. Event 3 - Reclassified from C-SRO and TS-SRO to TS-SRO. 
2. Event 5 - Ensured ramp rate allowed for candidate response prior to reactor trip 

on S/G level. Added steps for SRO determination not to trip second channel and 
removed defeat steps. 

D. Scenario4 

1. Event 6 - Added Auto Failure of TDAFW Pump to start and then later after one 
S/G > 7% NR, fails TDAFW Pump Speed to zero. Added Event Type C-BOP. 

E. Scenario 5 

1. No comments, spare scenario. 


